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SECTION-A 

Que : What is the education psychology ?  How educational psychology has effected 

education process ? 

Ans : Meaning :- Education and psychology are two different branches of knowledge 

but they are closely related. There are heavy impact of psychology and on 

education. Education psychology explain method of teaching and learning. 

Through psychological research we can study the mental activity of an 

individual. Through psychological research we can take up new method of 

teaching and  learning. It is the science of behaviour and the aim of education 

is to modify the behaviour to get device goal. 

Definition :- According to crow "Education psychology describe and explain the 

learning experience of an individual from birth to old age. Education 

psychology is the study of the behaviour of individuals in response to 

educational environment educational psychology draws out a good deal of 

material from general psychology it has assumed its own position and own 

status. 

1) Heredity and Environment :-  Proper education of child can be done only if 

teacher is well aware of the child's heredity and environment. According to 

Maclever  and Page, " All the qualities of life are in the heredity, all the  

vocational qualities depends on the environment. 

 

2) Human psychology : Body is the important   part of the personality. So it is 

important to study the structure of the body for the success of the education. 

Body and mind act and react upon. 

 

3) Psychology of Teaching :- In education psychology of teaching has occupied a 

very important place. A teacher is considered as a  Gardner and the children 

are like flower. 

 

4) Study of the Behavious:- Education psychology is the science of the study of 

behaviour. A child shows his attitude towards society through various 

activities. 

 



5) Development of the Character :- The aim of psychology is to study the 

character. The teacher should try to develop the character of the students. 

 

6) Paying attention to special attitude of the students:- Every student has some 

special "Intelligence" attitude. It is the responsibility of the teacher to keep 

the  special attitude in the mind. This is possible through educational 

psychology. 

 

7) Measurement:- Every child has some special intelligence and capacities are 

measured through education psychology. 

 

8) Study of Individual Differences :- All the students are not (each other) some 

students differs from each other, physically as well as psychologically. The 

teacher take advantage of their difference. 

 

9) Intelligence and maturity :- After birth, a child starts reaching upon the 

environment. This reaction brings maturity from the above discussion. It is 

clear the educational psychological affected the educational process. It helps 

in developing personality and mental health. It helps developing personality 

good behaviour, its difference attitude and develop the character of the child. 

 

 The job of educational psychological has many side. All there process 

helps to give shape to practical knowledge based on theoretical knowledge. 

 

SECTION-B 

 Que: What is the influence of heredity on a child ? Describe. 

Ans : Meaning :- It means all the characteristics which a individual inherits from his 

parents. It determine the structure and colour of sking, hair, height, features 

etc. The colour and features of child is mostly depend on his parents or other 

family member. If the colour of child's parents is dark then the complexion of 

child is also dark. If the parents have white colour. then child will also have fair 

complexion. These effects are arising due to mixture of the blood of parents 

and sperm cell of the male which meet the egg cell of the female and then the 

child is conceived.  

 

 For Example:- The complexion of child is depend on the both the mother and 

the father. If the father have  dark complexion but the colour of child is fair it 

is because of fair gone. But if the colour of one gen is fair and other is dark but 



the colour of the child depend on the prominent gene. If the mother and 

father both have dark colour but child is fair because they carry dark gene 

from their previous generation. 

 

INFLUENCE OF THE HEREDITY ON THE CHILD:- 

 Human development can not be imagined without heredity and environment. 

Both the heredity and environment has great influence on child. For e.g. 

When the farmer decides to saw the  wheat, he has need to make the seeds 

sprouts obviously, the sprouting of   wheat seeds and its development depend 

on the environment and heredity. 

 

 The  status of child, youth and old man in the family in school and society is 

not the same. This differences effect his personality role, thinking and 

character. A child receives all these qualities though parents. 

 

 For Example :- The farmer ploughs the field and saw the seeds in it. But the 

seeds which are sowed on the stone does not sprout the other seeds sowed 

on the land sprout easily but if it is landed on the other hard land it sprouts 

difficulty. Water is also very important for the growth of the plant. 

   

  The  same condition is forced out by human being which a child born, 

he has some psychological and mental qualities like seed but these qualities 

does not developed under all conditions. The environment play a great role in 

the development of child. Heredity influenced the child, if any member of the 

family have the bad habit of gambling, smoking, drinking or stealing the same 

quality are inherent in the child. The child's personality is considerable 

influenced by the character and conduct of its parents. 

  

  Heredity contributes the delinquency of the child on the other hand 

proper atmosphere affection knowledge of child psychology good behaviour 

of parents develop the moral values and personality of the child. Both must be 

important for over all development of personality. 

 

SECTION-C 

Que : Give the meaning and definition of mental health describe the characteristics 

of mentally healthy person. 

 



Ans : Meaning :- Mental health is a manner of life in which the individual 

adjustment to his environment mental health is that manner ability which 

adjust with different health it is that ability which adjust with different health 

is is that ability which situation of like, mentally health person is one who is 

himself satisfied, Lives peacefully with his neighbor, perform his duties and 

used his energy for the  benefit of the society. The greater degree of adjusted 

the greater will be mental health. This type of person can adjust any type of 

situation. He knows the life is full of difficulties and to run  away from them is 

cowardice. A mentally healthy  person faced the difficulty of life with courage.  

 

Definition :-  According to P V Lewkan, "A mentally healthy individual is one who is 

himself satisfied, lives peacefully with his neighbor, makes healthy citizen of 

two children and even after performing these fundamental duties has enough 

energy left to do. Sometimes benefit to society, possessing mental health, an 

individual can adjust properly to him/her environment and make the best 

effort for his own family's and his society program and betterment. 

 

CHARACTERISTICS OF MENTAL LIFE :-  

1) Adjustability :- The special character of healthy person is that adjustment to a 

new situation. He is a cool person who deaf every situation patiently without 

fear he/her knows the fact that change in the law of nature. He is always 

prepared for any change. He faced every situation with courage. 

 

2) Regular life:-    Life of a mentally healthy person is regular. He has good habits 

of leading a regular life. He does not bother and fuss in the selection of food, 

clothing, and normal routine of daily life. Such situations or behaviour is a sign 

of weak mental health. 

 

3) Self Evaluation :- Mentally health person can evaluate himself. He/She know's 

their imitations. he easily accept limitation and make effort to going according 

with that. He can adjust him/her self desired that direction. He analize his/her 

self desired wit that direction. He analize  his/her problems and solve them. 

 

4) Absence of extremism :- Extremism is not good for health. Some women go 

through any amount of criticism but they can not for go their habit of quarrel 

extremism  is not well wisher of mental health.  

 



5) Satisfactory Social Adjustment :- A mentally healthy person maintain 

adjustment with social situation and is always ready to go something good to 

society. A healthy, social relationship result is better individual mental health. 

 

6) Maturity :- Maturity is another characteristics of mental health. The narure 

mind realize his knowledge and ability. He/she uses his/her thoughts and 

feelings properly. A mentally healthy person behaves like a cultured and 

semible adult. 

 

7) Satisfaction from chief occupations :- A mentally healthy person finds 

satisfaction from his/her chief occupation. An individual who studies only to 

pass the examination find no pleasure  in his work. If the individual does 

his/her work with interest he/she can get success in their work and also 

enjoyed their work. 

 

This is stated that mental health is that conclusion in which manifest self 

evaluation, adjustment, maturity, regularly life, absence of extremism etc. Any 

individual who possess the greater number of qualities will be nearest to the 

ideal.    

  

 

 

 


